
‘OPAE‘ULA FINGER PUPPET- INSTRUCTIONS

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Print on cardstock or on clear transparency for a more realistic 
shrimp!

2. Cut out ‘opae‘ula on red edges. You may choose to cut along black 
dotted line around all the legs and antennae or for more experienced 
scissors users you may choose to cut each leg and antennae out 
individually. 

3. Cut along the white dotted lines behind the last leg to remove the “x” 
area. 

4. Fold your ‘opae‘ula in half only creasing the red dotted line section just 
before the tail. Do not crease the tail. Glue together the two sides of the 
belly (where white spots are) using a single line of glue along bottom. 

5. Curve the two ring tabs toward each other and tape to form a ring for 
your finger.
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